SITE ABBREVIATIONS

G LN   GAS LINE
GA     GAGE
GAL    GALLON
GC     GENERAL CONTRACTOR
GCO    GRADE CLEANOUT
GDR    GUARD RAIL
GEN    GENERATOR
GI     GALVANIZED IRON
GIP    GALVANIZED IRON PIPE
GL     GROUND LEVEL
GOVT   GOVERNMENT
GPD    GALLONS PER DAY
GR BM  GRADE BEAM
GT     GREASE TRAP
GTV    GATE VALVE
GUT    GUTTER

H&CW   HOT AND COLD WATER
HAZ MAT HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
HB     HOSE BIBB
HC     HANDICAP
HCP    HANDICAPPED
HDPE   HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE
HDR    HEADER
HDWL   HEADWALL
HEX    HEXAGON
HH     HAND HOLE
HNDRL  HANDRAIL
HORIZ  HORIZONTAL
HP     HIGH PRESSURE
HT     HEIGHT
HTHW   HIGH TEMPERATURE HOT WATER
HTWR   HEATING WATER RETURN
HTWS   HEATING WATER SUPPLY
HV     HOSE VALVE
HW     HOT WATER
HWB    HOT WATER BOILER
HWL    HOT WATER LINE
HWR    HOT WATER RETURN
HWS    HOT WATER SUPPLY
HWT    HOT WATER TANK